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pixar, usd, hydra, openfx, sidefx, houdini, maxon, blender, modo, and all related logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. instalod is a registered trademark of instalod gmbh. apple, macos, and metal are registered trademarks of apple inc. used by permission by
khronos group inc. houdini, the houdini logo, and sidefx are registered trademarks or trademarks of side effects software inc. registered in the usa and/or other countries. maxon, ptc creo, render pool, solidworks, windows, and all related logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of their

respective companies. other product names used in this publication are for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective companies. featuring a complete opencl and directx 12 workflow, render works is the first plug-in from render works co. ltd to use ray tracing for real-
time motion graphics rendering. featured in this article are the octane render poser plugin, render works plug-in sdk and plug-in sdks for amd radeon rays and the amd radeon image filter library. octane render is an innovative rendering and compositing solution, designed from the ground up to tap

into the massive and cheap computational and rendering power on recent consumer gpus. using octane render, you can create stunning motion graphics, live-action movies, and next-generation games on any budget. rendering and compositing workflow octane render allows you to render your final
content using ray tracing. all rendering is performed in real-time on your current machine and your final rendered scene is displayed in real-time as you interact with the scene in your application.
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there are numerous rendering programs available that are specially designed for use in the field of architectural visualization, such as archicad, archicad lt and archicad pro. however, these do not offer a 3d experience that is as refined as that of a native 3d application, such as v-ray. so, we
reccomend installing a native 3d rendering application like the following: a rendering program will probably be used to render a scene in a digital format that is then output to a video format. more complex scenes can be rendered on high-end workstations for architectural visualization. it is also

possible to render scenes in 3d for architectural visualization on lower-end workstations. the rendered scene should be exported in a digital format so that the final image can be placed in architectural settings and architecture and rendered. rendering can be done in the native 3d application or in a
different 3d rendering program. the rendering program may also be used to create pre-rendered 3d animations or a pre-rendered 3d video that can be used in architectural settings. rendering programs tend to be more expensive than 3d modeling programs. some rendering programs also include a

3d modeling program. a native 3d rendering application may be used in conjunction with a modeling program, such as 3ds max or maya. other native rendering applications include v-ray, catia v5, and sketchup regardless of the type of rendering software you use, it is important to ensure that all
your files are saved in a standard format. this makes it much easier to edit and modify scenes after rendering. if you are not familiar with the format of a rendering program, it may be difficult to import the scene into a 3d modeling program. in addition, if you are rendering a large number of files, it

is much easier to optimize an entire render than to optimize individual scenes. optimization may be required in order to render more scenes in a shorter amount of time. 5ec8ef588b
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